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5° THE CLASSICAL REVIEW

LAMPADEDROMIA GRAECA.1

LIKE runners in a race, the writers of
these books hand on to a new genera-
tion the torches of the old Greek learn-
ing, trimmed and bright and burning.
What Alexandrine scholars did in Egypt
in the third century before our era,
and Florentine scholars in Italy four
hundred and fifty years ago, is being
done again—with the old zest, but with
a new purpose and in a new way—by
English scholars to-day. Their purpose
is new, because they are not writing for
the professed student only, as their pre-
decessors did, but for the general mass
of their countrymen ; and the way in
which they work is new too, in the
sense that they place their reliance on
the mother tongue, and on translations
of Greek authors into the mother
tongue, for the communication of their
own passion for Greek studies to the
great majority of their readers. The
Greek message for all: the Greek
message in translation, if it cannot
be had in the original—this, in a
rough epitome, is the object of these
books.

Of the three torches which here pass
under review The Legacy of Greece has
the largest and intensest flame. Many
experts have joined in its making ; and
if the chapters on religion, philosophy,
natural science, literature and art stand
out, with a capital pre-eminence and
fascination, before the reviewer's eye,
the other chapters have all their
eminence and their charm. Mr. James'
first volume on Our Hellenic Heritage (a
second is promised shortly) is a serious
and successful attempt ' without the
medium of the Greek language to com-
municate through general education
something, and that the best, of the
works of the Greek spirit.' He tells
(Ko/j,yjrm<} ical j(apievTwi) t h e ta les of
Greek mythology, the romance of Greek
archaeological discovery, the story of
Troy as told by Homer, and the story

1 The Legacy of Greece. Essays, edited by
R. W. Livingstone. Oxford : The Clarendon
Press.

Our Hellenic Heritage. By H. R. James.
London : Macmillan and Co.

The Greek Renaissance. By P. N. Ure.
London : Methuen and Co.

of the Persian War as recounted by
Herodotus. His book should run like
fire through secondary and continuation
schools. Mr. Ure's little volume on
The Greek Renaissance carries the story

-of Greece to the age of the tyrants in a
series of brief but most illuminating
sketches. He gives some admirable
illustrations; he has admirable chapters
on Hesiod, the early Greek thinkers,
early Greek art, and ' the rise of the
capitalistic tyrants.' He writes iravpa
/iev, aX\a fidXa \tyea><;: his book is
short in space, but exceedingly rich in
suggestion.

The defence of Greek studies has
ceased to be conducted by the vindica-
tion of privilege for the Greek language.
No University now makes a knowledge
of Greek the condition of entry for
students. It may prove to be true that
the loss of privilege has been the
emancipation and the augmentation of
Greek studies. The teacher of Hellenism
must now put his trust in the persua-
sion of his own subject, which is above
the persuasion of any other. He must
publish abroad its charm; and I, for
one, believe that when he does so he
will be embarrassed by his own success.
That is no reason why the legacy of
Greece should not be inherited, in
greater or less degree, by all who share,
as children or adolescents or adults, in
our national system of education. That
system is only fifty years old, at the
most. We have not settled what it is
to be or what it is to include. It is
clear that the English language will be
the only language of the great majority
of those who come under it. But the
English language may be made to con-
vey many things. And one thing which
it can, and should, be made to convey
is some knowledge of the finest things
in Greek mythology, in Greek literature,
and in Greek history. I can still re-
member the fascination it was to me,
when I was a boy of about twelve,
attending an elementary school, to read
Dr. Smith's smaller history of Greece.
I am perhaps Utopian; but I should
like to learn by experiment whether
others would not feel the same
fascination.
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In many ways the omens to-day are
propitious to the survival of the Greek
tradition in England. We have been
fortunate, during the last fifty years, in
a number of translations—especially of
Homer and Plato and Euripides—by
scholars who have shown themselves
masters of style, and have given us
renderings which attain the dignity
and the felicity of an authorised version.
More recently the Oxford Library of
Translations and the Loeb Classical
Library have added to our riches.
Texts, even in translations, need their
commentaries and interpretations; and
a singularly rich and stimulating series
of works of interpretation—by Burnet,
Murray, Zimmern, Bevan, Farnell, and
many others—has illustrated almost
every aspect of Greek life and thought.
Archaeological discovery, with all its
wonderful finds, has increased both the
sum of knowledge and the fascination
of study. A new generation of classical
schoolmasters is arising, to whom clas-
sical studies are not merely a matter of
grammar and construe and composi-
tion, but include an interpretation of
life through art and history and litera-
ture and thought. The tutorial classes,
managed by joint committees of Uni-
versity men and trade unionists, afford
the classical teachers of our Universities
an opportunity for carrying to working
men the treasures of which they are
guardians.

We must not be too readily sanguine.
Greek studies will wither unless they
are rooted and grounded in a know-
ledge of the Greek language itself. It
is conceivable that the great bulk of
students of Greek life and thought may
be unversed in the Greek language, and
yet profit immeasurably by their studies.
It is even conceivable that a number of
teachers of Greek studies may have
very little Greek. But it is certain that
we need for our Universities an annual
supply of (let us say) five hundred
students, who know some Greek when
they come; who will learn more Greek
while they stay; who will go forth,
when they have finished, to teach what
they know in all places of higher
learning. It is vitally necessary,
therefore, that every scholarship, every
prize, every incentive, that is given or

can be given to encourage the study of
the Greek language should be preserved
and perpetually devoted to such study.
The classical scholarships of the two
older Universities, in particular, cannot
be diverted to other uses or studies.
Nor can the State, in its grant of State
scholarships, afford to be oblivious of
Greek. The Greek tradition matters as
much to its life, on the most modest
computation, as natural science or
modern languages. These have their
obvious uses. The use of an under-
standing of Greek civilisation may be
less obvious; but when one reflects on
the spiritual affinities between that civi-
lisation and our own, one realises that
its understanding may be the cause and
the giver of the profoundest of spiritual
benefits.

The affinity between Greek civilisa-
tion and our own is indeed a remarkable
thing. How often, during the late war,
did the funeral speech of Pericles over
the fallen Athenians come home to
Englishmen as the fundamental exposi-
tion of their own deepest convictions ! I
have seen sentences from it carved round
the public library of a northern town:
I have seen phrases from it carved on
memorial crosses and memorial tablets.
This is not due to the classical scholar's
aptitude for quotation. It is due to a
far deeper cause—to men's realisation
that, in the revolving of the ages, the
great Greek age has come parallel and
close to our own, and stands as its
counterpart and fellow. Croce has
taught us how each age has its analogue
in the past; how it can understand its
analogue with a peculiar and sympa-
thetic understanding; how it under-
stands itself by understanding its
analogue. There have been ages in our
past, such as the Puritan, when our
analogue was Hebrew; there have been
other ages, such as the eighteenth
century, when it has been Roman. To-
day is the day of the Greek analogue;
and because it is, Greek history is for
us contemporary history — our own
history, writ in simple understandable
letters. I would subscribe entirely to
some pregnant words in Mr. Living-
stone's preface to The Legacy of Greece.
' For these reasons we are to-day in a
position, as no other age has been, to
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understand Ancient Greece, . . . and
in studying the ideals and fortunes of
men with whom we have so much in
common, to gain a fuller power of
understanding and estimating our own.'

We must study the history of Greek
democracy, because we are repeating,
'as in a glass,' its vicissitudes and its
problems. We must study the history
of Greek philosophy, because, as the
Dean of St. Paul's explains, in his essay
on Greek religion in Mr. Livingstone's
volume, it is part and parcel of our
Christian thought; because again, as
Professor Burnet shows in another
essay in the same volume, it stood in
those relations to science, to mysticism,
and to the practical life, in which
philosophy is coming again to stand in
our own days. But while we have thus
to study the Greek past because it is
like us, we have also, at any rate in one
field, to study it because it is unlike us.
This is the field of art. Greek art had
its canons of beauty; and at its best it
followed those canons—alike in temple
construction and in statuary; alike in
dramatic and in musical composition—
with an undeviating simplicity and
austerity. Philosophers might dispute
about the custodians and arbiters of
these canons: Plato might contend, as
he does in the Laws, that the judges are
only ' the best and the most educated,'
and Aristotle might rejoin, as he does in
the Politics, that ' the many are better
judges of musical compositions and
works of poetry.' In any case the
canons were there: the issue only con-
cerned their application. It would be
hard to say that we had any canons at
all to-day. Architecture strays hither
and thither: the standard of the drama
varies with the writer: painting oscil-
lates from one ' ism' to another: poetry
makes excursions into free verse. No
doubt the fixed canons of the Greeks—

prescribing exactly what a Doric temple
should be, or what a tragedy should be
like — might limit imagination : no
doubt their absence in modern times
makes all manner of inventions possible.
But freedom, after all—alike in the
world of politics and in the world of
art—has to make its accommodation
with law, and flourishes most when it
moves most definitely in the area of
freely-accepted restraint. We need rules
alike for our statesmen and our artists;
and here we may well go to school with
the Greeks.

If the few need rules—the few who
produce—still more do the many who
consume. It would not be easy for
Aristotle to ascribe a faculty of artistic
judgment to the many of these days.
It is a new many who have emerged—
from mine and forge and workshop—
into the upper air, to look at the world of
art. They have come without canons,
or knowledge of canons. The many of
whom Aristotle spoke could readily
judge a play in the theatre. We cannot
say that of our modern many. We
cannot say it of the middle class, with
its taste for revues and musical comedies.
We are in a state of chaos in these
matters, without form, or conception of
form. We are a long way below France;
we are below Germany. We all need
to go humbly to school. If we do so,
there is one schoolmaster of art, who
has fixed the form and set the canons
through all the centuries. He may be
beyond us, or incongruous with us.
Greek restraint, Greek severity, Greek
irony, may not suit our Gothic tastes,
or our more flowing and luxuriant
genius. But they are eternally worth
understanding. If ever they deserved
study, they deserve it to-day. If we
would be saved from chaos, we must
turn to their study.

ERNEST BARKER.

THE HOMERIC CATALOGUE OF SHIPS.1

FROM the heights of Olympus Mr.
Allen has condescended to launch his
bolts against me! I, poor mortal—lower

1 The Homeric Catalogue of Ships. Edited
with a Commentary. By Thomas W. Allen.
Oxford, 1921.

indeed than a mortal, a mere ' modern
financier' (p. 158)—what can I do but
quail before the 'fulminantis magna
manus Jovis'? Yet amid the hurtle I
look about me and still hold up my
head: ' impavidum ferient ruinae.'


